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Abstract— Today air pollution is a major problem of many 

countries also quantity of conventional fuel is decreasing day 

by day. So, the search on alternative fuels is on progress and 

in demand too. Today there are several solutions to meet 

demand for better economy in fuel and one of them is the 

concept of pneumatic-hybrids. The project focuses on a 

hybrid-vehicle driven by air as alternate source to fuel and a 

battery driven too, to reduce the dependency on conventional 

sources. In this, compressed air is stored in storage 

tank/compressor& pneumatic motor is used for conversion of 

pressure to mechanical energy. This pneumatic-hybrid 

vehicle is not only eco-friendly, pollution free but also very 

economical. An Experimental Analysis to develop a Hybrid 

Pneumatic Vehicle that works on compressed air. The vehicle 

is powered by a compressed-air engine and can be later 

switched to batteries. When vehicle will move on battery the 

tank of air will automatically filled through belt arrangement 

with rear shaft. When this compressed air expands, the energy 

is released to do work. So this energy in compressed air can 

also be utilized to rotate motor. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Numerous studies have repeatedly shown that renewable 

energy can be rapidly deployed to provide a significant share 

of future electricity needs, even after accounting for potential 

constraints. More than 500 factories in the United States only 

manufacture parts for wind turbines , and the amount of 

domestically manufactured equipment used in wind turbines 

has grown dramatically in recent years : from 35 percent 

in2006 to 70 percent in 2011Renewable energy: wind, solar, 

geothermal, hydroelectric, and biomass provides substantial 

benefits for our climate, our health, and our economy. Each 

source of renewable energy has unique benefits and cost 

associated with these energy technologies. The society of 

today relies to a great extent on different means of 

transportation. This massive travelling is a heavy load on 

nature. The cars that increase in numbers every day emit toxic 

emissions on the highways 

A. Objective: 

To increase working efficiency of pneumatic vehicle, to study 

the new pneumatic hybrid concept and its different modes of 

engine operation. The objective was to more thoroughly 

investigate the different parameters affecting the pneumatic 

hybrid motor performance and to examine the potential of 

reduction in fuel consumption for a pneumatic hybrid vehicle. 

B. Construction and methodology: 

Hybrid-pneumatic vehicle is an eco-friendly vehicle, which 

uses compressed air along with batteries (48V, 50amp) which 

supplies power to motor of rear shaft wheel. Various 

components used in this are pneumatic motor , compressor, 

pressure regulator, the chassis made from 1×2 iron pipe as it 

is light in weight and has high strength compared to other. At 

the back or rear-end of the vehicle, shaft is attached with 

wheels. Chain and gear drive is mounted on it which is used 

to run air-motor to generate a power with the help of 

compressor/storage tank at around 6.5bar and 90psi pressure 

at the middle of vehicle there is a single person seating 

provided. On the left side, the motors are placed while to its 

right is batteries, total of 48 V and 50 amp, to maintain the 

C.G. For providing initial thrust, batteries are used in order to 

get stable pick-up which is later switched to 

compressor/storage tank to drive the vehicle. With the help of 

hand lever when vehicle will run on batteries the pulley which 

is attached to the compressor's pulley with the help of belt 

drive the air automatically compressed and filled in storage 

tank, and the energy of compressed air van be used for run 

when batteries switched, the main purpose of pneumatic 

motor is to convert the energy of compressed air into 

mechanical work. This vehicle can be further modified for 

better results. 

II. MATERIAL REQUIREMENT AND DESIGN  

A. Pneumatics Motor  

 
Fig. 1.1: 

 
Fig. 1.2: 
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The main function of Pneumatic motor is to convert energy 

of compressed air into mechanical work, the pressurized air 

when strikes to vane or expands it cause rotation with high 

rpm. 

B. Compressor  

It is a device that converts power into potential energy stored 

in pressurized air. An air compressor forces more and more 

air into a storage tank, increasing the pressure. When tank 

pressure reaches its upper limit the air compressor shuts off. 

The compressed air, then, is held in the tank until. Called into 

use. The energy contained in the compressed air can be used 

for a variety of applications, utilising the kinetic energy of the 

air as it is released and the tank depressurizes. When tank 

pressure reaches its lower limit, the air compressor turns on 

again and re-pressurizes the tank. 

C. Storage Tank 

They are containers that hold liquids, compressed gases or 

mediums used for reservoirs, and for manufactured 

containers. Storage tanks are often cylindrical in shape, 

perpendicular to the ground with flat bottoms, and a fixed or 

floating roof. There are usually environmental regulations 

applied to the design and operation of storage tanks, often 

depending on the nature of the fluid contained within 

D. Pressure Regulator 

A pressure regulator is a valve that automatically cuts off the 

flow of a liquid or gas at a certain pressure. Regulators are 

used to allow high-pressure fluid supply lines or tanks to be 

reduced to safe and usable pressures for various applications. 

E. Battery 

4 Batteries of 12V 12.54 Amps each are used for Vehicle. 

Electric Bike Battery these are highly used in Sightseeing 

Bus, EV and HEV. These batteries are environment friendly 

and safe to chargeable. It use for the hybrid vehicle to electric 

power. 

F. Wheel  

In this we are using a tyre of luna bike. As our vehicle is also 

battery operated so, the battery provide the energy for initial 

torque and displacement 

III. CALCULATIONS  

Minimum required pressure to run engine = 6.5 bar  

Maximum speed of motor at no load condition= 12000 rpm 

Maximum speed of engine at load = 500rpm 

Load, m Frictional Force is; 

Ff = m x g x µ 

Where, 

F = 150 kg 

Gravitational force, g = 9.81  

Coefficient of friction between wheel and road, µ = 0.6 

882.9 N 

Required Force; 

Fr= π×r2 ×p 

Where diameter of motor rotor  

d=0.005m 

F= 1021.017N (which is more than frictional force, so it 

allows vehicle to run) 

Calculation of Power; 

P= F× v 

Where, velocity, v = 1  

Force, F = 1021.017N 

P = 1.49 kW, this power is required to drive the motor. 
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